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On tightness of random sequences 
WINFRIED STUTE 
Let (£„)„ be a sequence of random elements in a complete separable metric 
space (X, d), defined on some probability space (Q, j r f , P) . In many situations, 
particularly in statistical large sample theory, it is required to show that the laws 
Hf(Çn), n ê l , converge weakly to some specified (Borel) measure pi. For this a 
general device is to guarantee that i f (c„) , n ^ l , has at least one cluster point 
and, in . a second step, that there is at most one of such points. While uniqueness 
may be shown by applying general methods for identifying weak limits (cf. BIL-
LINGSLEY [1]), the existence part usually takes account of Prohorov's theorem. 
Accordingly, it remains to prove that n ^ l , is uniformly tight: 
(1) for given there exists some compact subset KB of X such that 
P ( A L L H Ê I : • 
Apart from stochastic arguments, to find such a K g , one has to characterize 
the (relatively) compact subsets of X. This might cause some difficulties due to 
the fact that such a description needs a far reaching investigation of the topology 
induced by d. In many cases, however, there exists a (closed) subspace X0 of X 
such that 
(2) the £„'s, as concentrate more and more on Zq, so that a possible 
limit distribution is supported by Xa. 
(3) the relative topology induced on X0 admits a simpler characterization of 
compactness. 
An important example we have in mind is the space X=D[0, 1] of right-
continuous functions on [0, 1] with left-hand limits, endowed with thé Skorohod 
topology (cf. BILLINGSLEY [1] ) . The class of processes with paths in D contains 
appropriate versions of partial sum, empirical and quantile processes. In each case 
the limit process may be chosen so as to have continuous paths, i.e. we may take 
X 0 = C [ 0 , 1 ] , the space of continuous functions on [0,1]. As a matter of fact the 
Skorohod topology on C coincides with the topology of uniform convergence. 
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T h u s a characterization o f compactness in X0 is obtained from the classical Arze la— 
Ascol i Theorem. Identification o f the limit o f course relies on the convergence o f 
the finite dimensional distributions. 
In this paper a simple method for proving tightness is proposed which is based 
o n appropriate X0-valued transformations e > 0 , o f n s l . 
P r o p o s i t i o n l . Assume that, for each e > 0 , Tc: X—X0 is a measurable trans-
formation such that 
(4) T e ( U , « S i , is tight in (X0, d) for each e > 0 , 
(5) lim lim sup P(d(Tc(U> 0 for all r, > 0 . e—0 n-+ao 
Then £„, « s i , is tight in (X, d), and each cluster point fx of &(£„), " S i , 
satisfies i i ( X 0 } = l . 
P r o o f . Fix some 0. By (4) we have, given e » 0 , 
P { T M n ) i M " ) ^ r i for all « s i 
for some finite M=M(t],e)czX0, where M"={x£X: d(x, M ) < t j } is the o p e n 
»/-neighborhood o f M in X. F o r small enough e > 0 (5) implies 
P ( i „ i M 2 ' ) s 2 t , for all « S «„(,,). 
Since . . . , ¿¡„ ! are tight in (X, d), we may find some finite M0(tj)=M0r>M 
in X such that 
P ( U ^ S 2 ( ; for all n S 1. 
F o r K„ we may then take the closure of the set f ) M f " . T o s h o w that each 
cluster point n is supported by X0, assume w.l .o .g. that & ( £ „ ) —n weakly . 
Since X0 is closed, X$\X0 as t]iQ. Hence it remains to prove ft(XH)=l. 
A s is well known, the set o f t/'s for which X* has a /t-null boundary forms a dense 
set in (0, °o). Hence it suffices to consider only such jj'S. In this case 
fi(XS) = lim F(Z n €X3) . 
That the right-hand side equals one n o w easily fo l lows from (5) and the fact that 
T t(Z„)£Xo for all e > 0 . 
Let us show the usefulness o f our approach by giving a straightforward proof 
o f the fol lowing important result (cf. BILLINGSLEY [1], Theorem 15.5). 
P r o p o s i t i o n 2. Let !;„, « s i , be a random sequence in D[0; 1] such that 
(6) for each Q > 0 there exists some finite a > 0 such that 
P ( I U 0 ) | s a ) s e for all « s i . 
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(7) for all r\, ¡>>0 there exists some 0 < < 5 < 1 such that for all n S n o ( f | , Q) 
P( sup |U0-S„(s)l 
\t-s\sS 
Then£n, n s l , istightin (£)[0, 1], d), and each cluster point fx satisfies p(C[ 0 , 1 ] ) = 1 . 
P r o o f . For /££>[0 , 1], put / ( 0 = / ( l ) for / > 1 and / ( 0 = / ( 0 ) for 0. 
Let K be a smooth nonnegative kernel function on the real line, integrating to o n e 
and vanishing outside some bounded interval. Put 
Tf(t) = / ( / ) = J f ( x ) K ( t - x ) dx = J f ( t - y ) K ( y ) dy, OS/S 1. 
Obviously, / € C [ 0 , 1 ] . If sup | / ( 0 ~ / ( s ) H we have for • . 
1 / ( 0 - / ( 5 ) 1 s / \ f ( t ~ y ) - f ( s - y ) \ K ( y ) d y <T)f K(y) dy = 
i.e. sup \f(t)—f(s)\-<T) whenever sup \f(t)—f(s)\<t]. Furthermore, if 
U-stSS | l - s | = i i 
| / ( 0 ) | < a and sup |/(0—/Cs)|-=»7, we obtain 
fl/fl = sup | / ( S ) | < a + » j / 5 = & < ~ 
OSsSl 
and thus | / ( 0 ) | S | | / | | <¿7. It fo l lows from (6) and (7) and the Arzela—Ascol i T h e o -
rem that T(£„), MS 1, i s t i g h t i n C [ 0 , 1 ] . 
N o w , w e may let K depend o n s in such a way that the degree o f smooth ing 
decreases as e—0. T o be specific, let 
K(x) = Kc(x) = e^K0(x/B), 
where K 0 is a preassigned probability kernel vanishing outside some finite interval, 
say [ — 1,1] . Define 
7U/)(0 = e - i f f ( x ) K 0 { ( t - x ) / e ) d x . 
We already know that r e ( 0 , n s 1, i s t i g h t i n C [ 0 , 1 ] for each e > 0 . Further-
more, 
/ ( 0 - / ( 0 = / i f ( t - y ) - f ( t ) ] K ( y ) d y , 
suppOO 
whence 
sup 1 / ( 0 - / ( 0 ! ^ sup \ f ( t - y ) - f ( t ) \ . 
OSFSL QS1S1 
y€supp(JT) 
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¥OTK=KC, we haVe supp ( - K ) c [ - s , e] and thus sup \ f ( t ) - f ( t ) \ < R ] whenever 
o s r s x 
sup l / ( 0 - / ( i ) l < ' ? - Observe that d { f j ) ^ sup | / ( i ) ~ / ( 0 l a n d conclude that 
| r - s | s e Ostsl 
for e ^ S 
. p(d(Tc(U, Q »oil, e).. 
This shows. (5) and completes the proof of the proposition. 
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